**TF-4FT**

4-way wireless pushbutton pure white glossy for single mounting 84 x 84 x 16 mm or mounting into the E-Design65 switching system. Generates the power for wireless telegrams itself when the button is pressed, therefore there is no connecting wire and no standby loss. Smart Home sensor.

The **scope of supply comprises a double rocker**.

Wireless pushbuttons with double rocker can transmit four evaluable signals: press two rockers up or down. The mounting base can be screwed onto a flat surface or glued to the wall, on glass or on furniture using the enclosed adhesive foil. Use the sleeves in the 55 mm socket box for screw mounting.

| TF-4FT | 4-way wireless pushbutton, pure white glossy | EAN 4010312317105 | 37.00 €/St.

Recommended retail prices excluding VAT.